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Directional in-plane tunneling in oxygen-deficient YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6
edge junctions

O. Nesher and G. Koren
Department of Physics, Technion–Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, 32000, Israel

~Received 8 July 1999!

In-plane tunneling measurements of superconductor-insulator-superconductor~SIS!-type oxygen-deficient
edge junctions made of YBa2Cu3O6.6 as the superconductor and YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy as the barrier are reported.
Two types of junctions were prepared in which transport is either along the~100! or the ~110! direction. The
dynamic conductancedI/dV shows a gaplike structure in the~100! junctions, while a zero-bias peak is
observed in the~110! junctions. At energies below;2.5D0 the results were found to be consistent with the
Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk model, extended by Tanaka and Kashiwaya to the case ofdx22y2-wave
superconductivity. At higher energies the behavior of the dynamic conductance is explained as due to a
self-heating effect inside the junction.@S0163-1829~99!04745-1#
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In the past few years there has been an extensive effo
make tunneling measurements with YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!,
in order to find the density of states, and to clarify the qu
tion of the symmetry of the pair potential in this materia
Results of many tunneling experiments seem to show a
dominantdx22y2-wave symmetry of the pair potential. Th
leads to a change of sign in the phase of the order param

each time the~110! or (11̄0) directions are crossed. Theo
retical studies of tunneling spectra based on the Blon
Tinkham, and Klapwijk~BTK! model for dx22y2-wave su-
perconductors predict a gap structure along the princ
~100! and ~010! axes, while a zero-bias conductance pe
~ZBCP! caused by Andreev-bound states on the surfac
expected along the~110! and (11̄0) directions.1–3 In order to
check these predictions, directional tunneling measurem
in the a-b plane were made between normal metals a
YBCO using scanning tunnel microscopy~STM!, and point-
contact junctions.4,5 The conductance results of these me
surements show the expected spectra of a supercond
with a predominantdx22y2-wave order parameter. In thes
experiments there is no clear separation between the va
transport directions. For instance, the STM measurem
show a strong ZBCP in the~100! direction, and a weak gap
structure in the~110! direction that indicates mixed contr
butions to the conductivity from various directions. Tunn
ing experiments in planar SIS junctions made of thin film
had also been done, with the transport current along ei
thec axis,6,7 or thea-b plane.8,9 The dynamic conductance o
these junctions show similar tunneling spectra in both dir
tions, possibly because of the rough interfaces in these ju
tions.

To overcome these problems we decided to study tun
ing junctions with an edge geometry in which the electrod
are made of oxygen-deficient YBa2Cu3O6.6. These junctions
have a larger coherence lengthj0, and smooth flat interface
that can be made at any desired direction with respect to
crystalline axes in thea-b plane. Recently, we showed th
these junctions can have either superconductor-norm
superconductor~SNS! or SIS properties, depending on th
specific junction parameters used in their preparation p
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~21!/14893~4!/$15.00
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cess, such as the barrier thickness and the edge angle.10,11 In
the SNS-type edge junctions we were able to measure
metrical resonances resulting from interference of quasip
ticles in the normal N barrier ~McMillan-Rowell
oscillations!,10 and in the superconductingSelectrode~Tom-
asch oscillations!.11 The ability to observe these interferenc
effects indicates that the interfaces in our junctions are q
smooth and flat. In this study we focus on SIS-type ed
junctions, with interfaces normal to either the~100! or the
~110! directions. The measured dynamic conductancedI/dV
of the ~100! oriented junctions showed a gaplike structu
while a ZBCP was observed in the~110! oriented junctions.
These results are consistent with the BTK formalism with
predominantdx22y2-wave symmetry of the order paramet
at energies below;2.5D0. At higher energies however,
monotonous decrease of the dynamic conductance was
served, which resulted from self-heating effects in the ju
tions at the higher bias currents.

Oxygen-deficient edge junctions with YBa2Cu3O6.6 (Tc
560 K) as the superconductor, and YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy as
the barrier were prepared, as described in detail before.11 A
schematic diagram of the junction is shown in Fig. 1. Briefl
the base electrode and the insulator were deposited on
~100! SrTiO3 ~STO! wafer of 131 cm2 area by laser abla
tion deposition. Then using a waterless deep UV photolit
graphic process, we prepared the edge by Ar ion milling
an anglea536°, with excess milling into the substrat
down to dsub570 nm. After this, a second deposition ru

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of an edge junction.
14 893 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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14 894 PRB 60O. NESHER AND G. KOREN
was carried out, in which a barrier, a cover electrode, a
gold contact layers were prepared. The sample was
cooled down in flowing oxygen at 40 mTorr to obtain the
K phase. Finally, the sample was patterned into 10 junctio
each of 5 mm width. The thicknesses of the base, barri
and cover layers were 70, 20–30, and 70 nm, respective

The dynamic conductancedI/dV of the junctions at 4.2 K
was measured bydirect differentiationof the I -V curves,
using ac modulationdI, and a lock-in amplifier for the de
tection ofdV. Typical results of the measured dynamic co
ductance in our junctions are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2~a! the
interface of the junction is normal to the~110! direction,
while in Fig. 2~b! the interface of the junction is normal t
the ~100! direction. One can see that the conductance in F
2~a! has a clear ZBCP, while in Fig. 2~b! it has a gaplike
structure with maxima at energies of about65 meV. Spec-
tra similar to those of Fig. 2 were observed before in ST
experiments, where the tunneling conductance betwee
metallic tip and a YBCO single crystal was measured4,5

However, unlike the previous results, the present data d
not show mixing of orientations. Along the~100! direction
there is only a gap structure without a ZBCP, and along
~110! direction we see the ZBCP without any gap structu
This results from the flatness of the interfaces in our ju
tions.

In order to analyze these results, we used the B
formalism,9 which was extended to includedx22y2-wave
symmetry by Tanaka and Kashiwaya.2,3 In a dx22y2-wave
superconductor the density of states~DOS! near the interface
is affected by Andreev scattering of electronlike quasipa
cles and holelike quasiparticles. In this process the pair
tential can change sign, thus an electronlike quasiparticle
is injected or reflected at the interface might feel a differ

FIG. 2. Dynamic conductance datadI/dV of oxygen-deficient
YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6 edge junction
with interfaces perpendicular to the~110! direction ~a!, and the
~100! direction ~b!.
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sign of the pair potential if the angle between the crystall
axes and the normal to the interface is not zero. As a res
zero-energy bound states can be formed near the interf
and give rise to a zero-bias peak in the conductivity. Th
ZBCP have maximum intensity when the transport is alo
the ~110! direction of the nodes in the gap, and the ang
between the principal axes of the superconductor and
normal to the interface isp/4. We calculated firstN(E) the
DOS of the superconductor near the interface using
Tanaka and Kashiwaya model for the scattering proces
described above. Then we used it to calculate the conduc
ity of the SIS junctions as follows:

s5
sNN

e

d

dVE2`

`

dEN~E!N~E2eV!@ f ~E2eV!2 f ~E!#,

~1!

wheresNN is the conductance of an NIN junction, andf (E)
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.sNN is given by

1

pE2p/2

p/2

du
4 cos2u

4 cos2u1Z2
,

whereZ represents the barrier strength.1 The exact expres-
sion for N(E) is given by Eq.~52! in Ref. 3. In order to fit
our results to Eq.~1!, we had to use a lifetime broadenin
parameterG that was first introduced by Dynes, as an ima
nary part added to the energyE.12 The best fits to our data
are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 3. From these fits
obtained a barrier strength ofZ51, D055 meV, and a
broadening ratio ofG/D050.3. In Fig. 3~b! one can see tha
the calculated conductance above about 30 meV is cons
while in our measurements the conductance is decrea
monotonously with the bias voltage. We attribute this effe
to self-heating in the junction, which is caused by the hi
bias current. In the next paragraph we shall elaborate on
this heating leads to a decay ofs versusV that affects our
data. In fact, we shall have to multiply the calculated co
ductance by a factor of@c/(c1V)#1.5, wherec is an empiri-
cal parameter, andV is the bias voltage. But before doin
that we note that in Fig. 3~a! at energies of 1–3 meV, and i
Fig. 3~b!, at energies of 10–25 meV the calculated cond
tance given by the dashed curves underestimats the ex
mental results. These discrepancies between the calcula
and our experimental results seem to suggest that in our
culations we should have added an additional conduc
channel in parallel to the original one, with conductivitys1
and pair potentialD1 that is larger thanD0. Such a situation
in which s5as0(D0)1bs1(D1) where a and b are con-
stants, can arise if we assume that in our junctions cond
tion occurs via two different kinds of parallel channels.
dominant one with oxygen-deficient electrodes andD0 gap,
and a subdominant one with locally well-oxygenated el
trodes andD1 gap. In the fits of our data we thus usedD0
55 meV, D1520 meV, b/a51/6, and included also the
self-heating factor. The results of these fits are plotted by
solid curves in Fig. 3. Clearly, these fits are satisfactory, a
in good agreement with the experimental data. We attrib
the small value ofD055 meV to the fact that the cove
electrode, which grows on the inclined part of the edge w
exposeda-b planes on the opposite side to the barrier, s
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fers from defects and microcracks as was observed by ot
in many TEM studies.13–15 These defects can serve as cha
nels for oxygen migration out of the YBCO layer, whic
reduces the gap parameter of the cover electrode nea
active area of the junction. In order to understand the ori
of the larger gapD1, and to demonstrate the self-heatin
effect in our junctions, we shall analyze next the dynam
conductance of another set of junctions that were prepa

FIG. 3. Dynamic conductance datadI/dV of oxygen-deficient
YBa2Cu3O6.6/YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6 edge junction
with interfaces perpendicular to the~110! direction ~a!, and the
~100! direction~b! ~open circles!. Best fits using the extended BTK
model with adx22y2-wave symmetry of the order parameter~dashed
lines!, and with an additional component ofD1520 meV, and the
self-heating effect~solid lines!.
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withoutover milling into the substrate. Unlike the case of t
previous junctions, in these junctions the active part of
cover electrode is protected, and has no exposeda-b planes
that lead to the lower gap valueD0.

A typical result of the dynamic conductance of a~100!
oriented junction withdsub50 ~see Fig. 1! is shown by the
open circles in Fig. 4. One can see that adx22y2-wave sym-
metry is consistent with it below 50 meV, withZ51, D1
520 meV, andG/D150.3. Therefore, when thea-b planes
of the cover electrode are well protected, we see only
well-developed gapD1520 meV. Above 50 meV the cal
culated conductance becomes constant, while our meas
conductance is decreasing monotonically with the bias v
age. We attribute this behavior of the dynamic conductan
to thermal heating of the junction. The heat developed in
resistive part of the junction as a result of the current throu
it can be dissipated by conduction mainly via the YBC
electrodes. This is so because the electrodes have the la
contact area with the junction, and the largest heat cond
tance as compared to that of the STO substrate, and the
bient He gas. Therefore we can assume that to a first appr
mation, the heat conduction in the junction is o
dimensional, and along the current path. This leads t
steady-state equation for the heat conduction in the junc
at any given bias voltageV, which is given by

I ~V!V5
V2

dV/dI
5

DTkA

L
, ~2!

whereV is the bias voltage on the junction,DT is the tem-
perature gradient between the junction and the liquid-
bath (DT5Tjunction24.2 K), k is the thermal conductanc
of YBCO @1.5 W/cm K ~Refs. 16 and 17!#, A is the cross-
sectional area of the junction, andL is the length of the
electrodes. At 50 mV the current is 5 mA, thus the elect
power in the junction is 0.25 mW. In our junctionsA is 5
31029 cm2, andL is 5 mm. Substituting these paramete
in Eq. ~2!, we obtain a temperature increase ofDT517 K
at 50 mV. We measured the dynamic conductancedI/dV of
our junctions as a function of temperature, and found t
above 50 meV,dI/dV;(DT)2n at constantV (;75 mV),
wheren varies between 2 to 3. A typical result is shown
the inset to Fig. 4, where one can see that aDT of 17 K leads
nd
FIG. 4. Dynamic conductance
data dI/dV of oxygen-deficient YBa2Cu3O6.6/
YBa2Cu2.55Fe0.45Oy /YBa2Cu3O6.6 edge junction
with interfaces perpendicular to the~100! direc-
tion, anddSUB50 ~open circles!. Best fits accord-
ing to the extended BTK model withs-wave sym-
metry ~dashed line!, dx22y2-wave symmetry
~dotted line!, and with dx22y2-wave symmetry
and the self-heating effect~solid line!. Inset:
dI/dV at constantvoltage as a function of the
temperature difference between the junction a
the bath at 4.2 K (DT) on a log-log scale.
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14 896 PRB 60O. NESHER AND G. KOREN
to a significant reduction in the dynamic conductancedI/dV.
Substituting the relationdI/dV}(DT)2n in Eq. ~2! yields

dI

dV
}S dI

dV
V2D 2n

. ~3!

Assuming a power-law solution for Eq.~3! in the form of
dI/dV}(V)m, we find thatm522n/(11n), and forn53
one obtainsdI/dV}(V)21.5. Thus the self-heating effect ca
be included in our calculations of the dynamic conducta
by multiplying the conductance of Eq.~1! by the factor
@c/(c1V)#1.5, wherec is a constant. Using this model and
pure dx22y2-wave order parameter withD1520 meV, we
found that the best fit to our data is given by the solid cu
in Fig. 4 (c535 mV). From the solid curves in Figs. 3~b!
and 4, one can see that the use of the self-heating effe
justified, as it describes well the behavior ofdI/dV at higher
bias voltages. We also checked the effect of possible a
tional s or is symmetry components in the order parame
up to 0.25 ofD1, and found no significant changes in our fi
B
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Thus the present data does not support but also does no
out eitherd1s or d1 is symmetries of the order paramete

In summary, we studied oxygen-deficient SIS-type ed
junctions with YBa2Cu3O6.6 electrodes. ZBCP was observe
in the dynamic conductance of the~110! oriented junctions,
while a gap structure was observed in the~100! oriented
junctions. These results were found to be consistent with
extended BTK theory with adx22y2-wave symmetry of the
order parameter. Our data supports two parallel conduc
channels of the types5as0(D0)1bs1(D1), one with D0
55 meV and another one withD1520 meV in one case
and a pureD5D1 in another case. We also found that
self-heating effect caused by the electric power dissipate
our junctions, affects the measureddI/dV at high bias cur-
rents.
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